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An Interview with Renée Anne Louprette
By Pamela Ruiter-Feenstra

Renée Anne Louprette enjoys an international career as organ
recitalist, collaborative musician, conductor, and teacher. She
currently serves as assistant professor of music and college
organist at Bard College, where she founded a Bach cantata
series, directs the Bard Baroque Ensemble, and teaches courses
in continuo playing, music theory, and keyboard studies.
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Welcome to the Women in Improvisation series, Renée!
I’m curious to learn how you developed your creative
skills as an improviser.
I have been improvising at the keyboard for as long as I can
remember. I began taking formal piano lessons at the age of four
but began experimenting at the keyboard at the age of two or
three, trying to play popular tunes from the radio or television
by ear. My first piano teacher encouraged me to play by ear, to
improvise, and to transpose, and as my ear began to develop, I
really took to the challenge of transposing tunes into remote
keys. My family attended the local Catholic church, which had a
small pipe organ. From what I can recall, the church’s gifted
organist delighted in presenting discreet but creative alternate
hymn harmonizations, before the effects of the Second Vatican Council took hold in that
parish. After church each Sunday, I recall running to the piano at home and attempting to
play by ear the hymns we had sung at Mass, then trying to recreate the organist’s alternative
approaches to harmony, then transposing it all into any and every key, finally attempting
to add my own personal adjustments to the final product. These early habits of listening,
repeating, experimenting, and then refining material I had picked up by ear provided me
a strong foundation upon which to explore more advanced improvisational techniques in
later years.
My early piano instructors did not shy away from having me study popular pieces, including TV show theme songs, Broadway hit tunes, popular ballads, folk songs, and jazz
standards. This diversity of repertoire, in addition to the traditional study of works by classical composers, opened my mind to the vast array of musical genres that could constitute
an artistically fulfilling life. This also led to a number of unexpected professional opportunities I would later explore in my college years, such as directing a number of Broadway
musical productions with high school students, and still later when I first arrived in New
York City, landing regular employment on Broadway as keyboardist for The Phantom of
the Opera. My college alma mater—the Hartt School of the University of Hartford—boasted
a renowned jazz program headed by the late great saxophonist Jackie McClean. Many of
my closest friends were students in that program, and I relished the opportunity to study
jazz piano with instructor Mark Templeton alongside many of those outstanding musicians.
This opened my eyes and ears to the merits of transcription and to the extraordinary level
of discipline and practice required to improvise jazz.
I must also credit my early piano teachers with starting me on a program of music theory
study at a young age as part of my weekly private lessons. An early understanding of the
function of harmony and construction of melody contributed to my keen inclination to
compose and must have facilitated a certain ease with spontaneous music making as well.
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You worked as a liturgical musician in several programs in the New York City area:
St. Ignatius Loyola, Trinity Wall Street, the Unitarian Church of All Souls, and the
Church of Notre Dame. How did service playing inspire your improvisational
development?
It was only when I began studying the pipe organ at the Hartt School, at the age of 20,
that all of these skills and diverse interests began to signal a correspondence in the study
of liturgical music and service playing. From the moment I was first employed in a position
as church organist, I have never stopped improvising or trying to develop further as an
improviser. Not only is it a basic requirement of the profession, but at certain times it has
also brought an incomparable level of artistic fulfillment.
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What role did the instruments or rooms play
in your improvisations?
Without question, those exceptional liturgical
occasions were directly related to the quality of instrument I was playing at the time. I can attest that
the most memorable moments of improvisation—
experiences that felt almost otherworldly—were
the direct result of a particular pipe organ’s colorful
disposition, refined voicing, and the ideal acoustic
in which it was placed. Even if I may have brought
a certain degree of formal training and technical
proficiency as a keyboardist to the table, the magic
only came to life when the tonal and expressive capabilities of the instrument provided the final
boost of untethered inspiration.
At the Notre-Dame
Cathedral console, Paris

Who were your improvisation mentors?
The person who mentored me most directly in the art of organ improvisation was
Philippe Lefebvre. As part of my graduate studies with Michel Bouvard and Jan Willem
Jansen in Toulouse, I had the good fortune of studying improvisation for two years with
Philippe, who traveled from Paris a few times a month to work with us. The organ class
was broken down into small groups based on prior experience and skill, and I was lucky
to be paired up with my talented classmate Jean-Baptiste Dupont for our extended lessons
with Philippe. He most often used plainchant melodies as the material for our work together, but the myriad musical directions in which he led us were never exhausted. We
normally met for our lessons at the 1864 Poirier & Lieberknecht organ of Notre-Dame
de la Daurade in Toulouse but occasionally moved to other organs around the city. I visited Philippe many times at the organ of Notre-Dame in Paris to observe his extraordinary improvisations at Sunday Mass. One time, just before the Offertory, he leaned over
and, with a twinkle in his eye, said, “Now you will hear the fourth Prelude and Fugue of
Felix Mendelssohn.” He launched into a lyrical prelude followed by an impressive fugue
perfectly crafted in the style of Mendelssohn. I have many fond memories of my studies
with Philippe and of his generosity as a teacher and friend. He remains one of the greatest
disciples of the school of improvisation that reached a pinnacle in Pierre Cochereau,
whose recorded improvisations from Notre-Dame continue to astound and inspire me.
How do you apply improvisation in your recitals and services?
I have principally applied the art of improvisation in my work as a liturgical organist.
Since the early 1990s, I have served churches in a multitude of denominations, and I also
held a regular position as synagogue organist in Connecticut for a number of years. In
all of these positions, improvisation was a crucial part of the job, especially when the
services were broadcast on radio or webcast to a global audience. Liturgical improvisations—particularly in those widely disseminated situations—needed to be precisely timed
and have a clear structure. Often, my improvisations needed to bridge the style, key, or
character of one piece into another, so the plan for how to navigate that transition needed
to be well thought out.
The most rewarding situation of regular liturgical improvisation, for me, was during
my years as associate director of music at the Church of St. Ignatius Loyola in New York
City, working with longtime director of music Kent Tritle, associate organist Nancianne
Parrella, and the singular music team there. The beauty of the liturgical celebrations at St.
Ignatius combined with the tonal resources of the magnificent Mander pipe organ and
exceptional room acoustic all made for an exciting palette and ripe environment for
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improvisation. The bolder the improvisations—directly inspired by the particular context
of the liturgy—the more encouragement one would receive from the community of parishioners, clergy, music staff, and members of the choir. It was a rare environment in which to
challenge one’s own abilities of communicating through improvisation. I feel most fortunate
to have been blessed with that experience and to be able to share some wisdom gained during
that time with my students.
In more recent years, I have applied the art of improvisation more frequently in concert
settings. The art of continuo playing in Baroque repertoire, of course, provides a constant opportunity for improvisation in a collaborative setting. My recent musical partnership with
Irish musician Ivan Goff also led to an intense improvisational experience over the period of
a couple of years, as we sought to explore a new sonic landscape in the combination of Irish
traditional instruments with the organ. This led to our recital debut at the Walt Disney Concert
Hall in Los Angeles, a fruitful collaboration with composer Eve Beglarian in an evocative new
work for uilleann pipes and organ (commissioned by the Los Angeles Philharmonic), as well
as our debut album, Bright Vision, featuring improvisations and original compositions for
these instruments previously unexplored together to this degree.
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How do you teach improvisation?
I have taught improvisation in a number of different contexts, both in short sessions as part
of liturgical music conferences, and in formal courses that take place over the period of one
or two academic semesters. Most recently at Rutgers University, I taught improvisation to the
students of the Beginning Organ Skills course who, over the course of two semesters, acquired
a variety of skills required for regular employment as church organists. An essential part of
this course is the study of improvisation.
I most often approach the teaching of beginning improvisation using hymn tunes as a source
for material. Using both the melodic outline and general harmonic direction of a hymn, we
begin exploring numerous ways in which one can expand upon this given material with predetermined parameters. Initial exercises require the students to compose a set of simple
variations, permitting them the time to think through, refine, and then perform what they
create, but such exercises are always combined with spontaneous playing at the keyboard.
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Uninhibited playing helps them realize that the sudden creation
of even the simplest phrase is an achievement, and that a diversity
of approaches to the same material within the same parameters
can still produce quite different results. Each person will improvise
in a slightly different way, reflecting his or her own individuality
and expressive tendencies.
Over the course of one or two semesters, students eventually bring
their own material upon which to improvise. This often includes their
own selected hymn tunes, chant melodies, or fragments from other
genres and sources. We take this material and expand upon it, creating
sets of partita variations, French classical suites, modal or atonal fantasias, ornamented choral settings, and finally toccatas. Over the
years, I have found that any student with a basic technical proficiency
at the organ and an openness to the creative process can achieve an
admirable level of improvisational freedom when working within a
given set of parameters provided to them or determined by themselves. The one universal takeaway is that students come to realize that no improvisation is totally
unplanned. Careful planning and preparation are a crucial part of the improvisational process, if
the final product is to be worthy of an audience’s attention!
What is your perspective on improvisation and repertoire competitions?
Although I have not taken part in improvisation competitions as a competitor, I have had
the occasion to adjudicate at such competitions. As an aspiring young organist, I did participate in a number of repertoire competitions. I encourage my own students to take part in such
competitions with the understanding that very few people place as a finalist. Many benefits
accompany the process of competing: the months of rigorous, focused preparation; deciding
upon interpretive directions with each piece; pacing the learning and internalizing of a broad
list of repertoire by deadline; the people that you meet in the competition rounds that may
become friends or professional contacts for life; the performances that you hear as part of the
competition’s proceedings. Although each competitor has his or her eye on the prize, these
are the real and long-lasting benefits of the competition process that can help lead to a truly
successful career path.
For you, how does improvisation feed composition?
Improvising at the pipe organ certainly has the added benefit of teaching one to think like
an orchestrator. The vast tonal capabilities and complexity of the organ can encourage one to
think on a symphonic scale and with an orchestral sense. My personal approach to improvisation has always been with the goal of spontaneously creating music that could potentially
be written down as a formally composed piece. The improvisations I have felt most proud of
had a clear compositional structure, a creative and convincing registrational plan, and communicated a clear emotional atmosphere. These were improvisations I would have been grateful to have a recording of, so that I might revisit and consider what made them particularly
striking, effective, or memorable. Improvisation is, in the best sense, spontaneous composition.
What makes it more exciting than formal composition are the elements that cannot be predetermined: that expressive fire or inspiration that comes from an unknown source within
us—or beyond us—permitting the unexpected to arise within the act of uninhibited artistic
expression. There is no opportunity for self-criticism or refinement during the moment of
improvisation. This makes it fundamentally different from composing and arranging, when
unlimited options can be considered and reconsidered, and when the eraser or delete button
may be employed without limitation!
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My own preferred medium for composition has been the voice. I have mainly been driven
to write songs or choral works on texts that I felt were particularly compelling. During my
recent studies with composer Joan Tower, she challenged me to write works for solo instruments and small instrumental chamber ensembles. George Tsontakis worked with me on
the orchestration of larger works. As gratifying as it was to write for these instrumental combinations, I found it more challenging than writing for the voice, when an inspiring text
might often provide an immediate melodic outline or suggestion of an accompanimental
texture, key, meter, or emotional atmosphere. Only recently have I begun to write works
that include organ, and these have been pieces either for chorus with organ accompaniment,
or for organ in combination with other instruments.
A significant gender disparity exists in improvisation. Why do you think this
disparity exists and how can more women engage in improvisation?
As a woman improviser, I am unsure of the reason why there aren’t more women concert
improvisers who come to the fore in our profession. In my own work with students of
diverse races, ethnic backgrounds, and gender identities, I have not necessarily observed
distinguishing factors that discourage women from improvising as readily as men. In the
typical age group of undergraduate university students, I have perhaps observed a tendency towards perfectionism in women more often than in men. Male students between
the ages of 18 and 22 appear to be less fearful and inhibited in experimenting at the keyboard,
even if the results are rather unrefined. Women of the same age group generally appear to
be more concerned with “getting it right” the first time, and “playing all the right notes,”
even if the notes are theirs to determine. In their ambition to make music in an expressive
way, I observe women students embrace sets of parameters that can permit them to improvise successfully early on in their training. They do not shy away from guidelines that will
permit them to reach their musical goals. By contrast, it is often more challenging to convince men students that working within certain guidelines, with a “less is more” approach
to improvisation, might lead them to more successful, musically convincing results.
The question of gender itself has become much more fluid and indistinct with students I
have been working with most recently, and so the tendencies I describe here now seem to
be more dependent upon an individual’s personality rather than their gender identity. I remain unsure as to why there are so few leaders who recognize themselves as women in the
field of organ improvisation, but it may reflect the distance we still have yet to traverse in
terms of viewing bold, communicative women leaders in any publicly visible profession
without skepticism. Seeing more and more women organists and conductors in positions
of leadership is certainly a promising sign of more opportunities for women to advance and
contribute their voices in the ongoing artistic conversations of our time.
Thank you, Renée, for participating in the Women in Improvisation series. One way to
empower more women to study and apply improvisation is to let readers know about
women leaders in improvisation, such as yourself.
Next month: The career of Ellen Rowe, jazz pianist, professor, and mentor and role model to
women in jazz.
Author of the acclaimed Bach and the Art of Improvisation volumes, Pamela Ruiter-Feenstra thrives
as an avid international improviser, Grammy-nominated performer (organ, clavichord, harpsichord,
piano, and carillon), award-winning composer, author, researcher, and pedagogue. Her latest improvisations, compositions, poems, articles, and performances focus on social justice initiatives. Website:
PamelaRuiterFeenstra.com; email: pamela.ruiterfeenstra@gmail.com.
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